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The i c robotics community team was originally founded in 2007 by a small group of primary 
students meeting during lunch breaks in a school yard and making stuff. Primary school came 
to an end and students went their many different ways but “ic” (inventions club) was born 
and has been meeting weekly ever since. Whilst we may not have realized it, the common 
thread has been science and technology with more recent attention to engineering and maths 
- STEM.

The FLL team was established as “i c robotics” in 2012 and is now in it’s third FLL season. This 
year we have ventured head-long into the FTC program and 2015 will be our rookie FRC season 
and we can’t get enough of it!

The successes of the team at regional and national events have earned them many invitations 
to international tournaments, the 2013 World Festival was surely a highlight for the entire 
team. This success has bred a level of interest that will see the team grow in breadth (multiple 
programs) and size (many more team members). The need to focus our intentions into a 
common road-map has resulted in this Business Plan. This document will provide a mechanism 
for us to communicate our strategy and enthusiasm to potential sponsors, grant providers, 
stakeholders, partner teams and other organizations.

Executive Summary
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i c robotics was formed as a community based team in August 2012 and since then has 
been focused as a relatively small FIRST® LEGO® League (FLL®) team. This year we began 
expanding our horizons by looking at the FIRST TECH CHALLENGE (FTC®) and the FIRST ROBOTICS 
COMPETITION (FRC®) with a view to graceful transition over the years ahead. The level of 
encouragement and enthusiasm from parents, supporters has been such that i c robotics are 
currently participating in FTC and we have just registered to start FRC in the 2015 season. We 
are now looking at significant growth within the team - a trend that looks set to continue for 
several years ahead.

The level of interest in the team activities is high and we have a list of new team members 
ready to join. We have open days planned and we anticipate the team will at least double, 
possibly triple, in size over the 2014/15 season.

We expect that this growth will see us expand over the years ahead from an unincorporated 
association that is predominately self-funded running from family garages to a sponsor 
funded organization that is registered as a not-for-profit organization with it’s own access to 
dedicated machine shop and test space / facilities.

With this level of expansion and organizational change the need for a business plan is obvious 
- it is essential for us to focus our intentions and provide a road map for the months and years 
ahead such that we can communicate this to future sponsors and grant providers.

Introduction and Rationale
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our mission statement
Establish an enjoyable environment for regular meetings that encourage team members to 
immerse themselves in technology. By encouraging working together in a team environment, 
developing and constructing a common product, academic education will be complemented 
with practical experiences. This will give team members valuable skills for future careers in 
STEM or related fields.

our goals
1. Proactive promotion of the FIRST programs: we as members, parents, mentors and coaches 
have collectively benefited from engagement in the FIRST programs and we want to promote 
this so that others become aware of the programs. By mentoring and encouraging the 
conception of new teams more individuals will benefit in the short term through participation 
and in the long term via careers in science or engineering;

2. Maximize hands on time: the draw to technology for our team has been the construction 
of the vehicles and mastering their control - very physical involvement with the parts and 
the programs and algorithms controlling their movement. Maximizing the time that the team 
members have access to the equipment (kit of parts, test gear and tooling) has been one of 
the essential ingredients for the success of the team and this will continue to be one of our 
primary goals; 

3. Organic growth of the team: our group was founded naturally by a group of students and 
has proceeded to develop in an organic style since that point. Our intention is to continue in 
that spirit and allow the group to develop as opportunities and interest present themselves to 
maximize the number of individuals engaged with STEM;

4. Establish a primary sponsor: the larger robots and interstate tournaments associated with 
the FTC and FRC programs have an associated cost that will be disruptive if we are unable to 
secure a modest but continuous funding stream. If a single source can be identified then the 
focus of the team can remain on the STEM subjects rather than fundraising;

Team Overview
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our achievements
Participation in ornaments at regional, national and international levels:

 Dec-2012 Regional FLL Tournament - Melbourne, Australia

 Feb-2013 Australian National FLL Tournament - Sydney, Australia

 Apr-2013 World Festival FLL Tournament - St Louis, USA

  Nov-2013 Regional FLL Tournament - Melbourne, Australia

 Dec-2013 Australian National FLL Tournament - Sydney, Australia

The teams success has been recognized by multiple awards and invitations to international 
tournaments:

 2012 Melbourne Regional FLL Tournament - Technical Design Award
 2012 Australian National FLL Tournament - Champions Award
 2013 Invitation to World Festival for FLL tournament
 2013 Invitation to Canadian Open FLL Tournament
 2013 Melbourne Regional FLL Tournament - Technical Design Award
 2013 Australian National FLL Tournament - Strategy and Innovation Award
 2014 Invitation to World Festival for FLL tournament
 2014 Invitation to Canadian Open FLL Tournament

our immediate future
i c robotics will be participating in the following events:

 2014 Melbourne Regional FLL Tournament (Nov-2014)
 2014 Australian National FTC Tournament (Dec-2014)
 2015 Australian National FRC Tournament (Mar-2015)
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our team history
i c robotics began in 2007 as the ‘Inventions club’. It began with three members, Liam Stow, 
Ben Jessett and Shahid Beaugeard. The boys started under a tree at Yawarra Primary school 
in Boronia at recess and lunch time. The first of their “inventions” were made from sticks, tree 
branches, duct tape. Who knew that this was just the beginning of something big! 

By the end of Grade 4, Ben had left Yawarra and it was just Liam and Shahid. To keep “ic” 
going they decided that instead of having it at school they would meet once a week at each 
others houses to build stuff and experiment a little further with some more high – tech tools. 
With parents consent and a bit of organization the idea was up and running in no time. 

Advancing each week the boys continued to learn new skills. From dry Ice to helium, physics 
challenges and many mythbusters inspired activities came up and were given the “ic” 
treatment. The group make up and number changed as people joined, left, commitments met 
and interest ebbed and peaked, however, to this day, Ben and Liam are still meeting weekly.

In 2012, the Inventions Club took another major step in evolution when the FIRST LEGO League 
was discovered. It didn’t take much convincing and i c robotics was born. New members were 
sought, registrations were paid and a “senior solutions” kit arrived. Who knew that all those 
hours of playing Lego would have been training by stealth for a science competition? After 
months of work “ARBY” their first robot was ready and their “companion Cube” research 
project was designed, prototyped and documented. It was time for i c robotics to travel to the 
Melbourne for their first FLL tournament. 

Their impressive technical solutions, humorous and genuine attitude and credible robot 
performance had them receive prizes for technical design and third place overall. This led to 
more hard work and a reward of a trip to Sydney to take part in the National competition.  
Again their easy going and friendly attitude joined with their knowledge and technical 
expertise and i c robotics were named National champions 2013. Who could have guessed that 
such things can happen? i c robotics was heading to America.

The world championships in St Louis in 2013 were the highlight of the boys lives. With their 
polished project presentation and upgraded robot the members of i c robotics rose to the 
occasion achieving their best tournament score of the season - they demonstrated focus, 
determination and gracious professionalism throughout a very tiring World Festival!
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Not being part of FIRST from that point on was not even an option. i c robotics took part 
in the next season, coming to terms with “Natures Fury”. Again the man hours spent were 
enormous and the rewards and personal growth of the members were worth the journey. The 
team, along with their robot “RUFUS” and their emergency services monitoring system “FAST” 
made it through the regional rounds and into the national competition where they again won 
technical design awards and a place in the world championships. Unfortunately the team was 
unable to travel to St Louis a second time.

With their eagerness still at an all time high preparation for the 2014 FLL competition is 
well underway with the robot “WYLLIS II” really starting to perform. If that is not enough, i c 
robotics has formed an alliance with some students at The King David School in Melbourne to 
field a FTC team under the banner of Melbourne Mechatronics; this will be the first FTC team 
out of the state of Victoria.

With the next level of First only fuelling their desire to continue i c robotics has again been 
on a recruiting drive and has had their numbers bolstered and have sought out mentors 
from both industry and University and are now setting themselves for a venture into the big 
league. Look out FRC, here they come!
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current organization structure
The i c robotics team consists of:

 Adults (>18yrs): coaches, mentors, association committee members and parents

 Non-adults (18yrs and under): the core team consists entirely of students that make
 up five sub-teams: Business Support, Hardware, Software, Operations, Integration

Association and committee: i c robotics is an unincorporated association, this was established 
to allow us to posses a team (non-personal) bank account for managing funds. The age of 
the team members at present is that this committee has to comprise of adults. The formal 
committee roles of president, treasurer and secretary are presently held by parents of team 
members. Team members and their parents are automatically members of the association.

Mentors: we have been exceptionally lucky to have engaged mentors from BAE SYSTEMS 
to complement the technical capabilities of our coaches. We also have access to specialist 
mentors within our supporting / partner organizations. When we wish to engage one primary 
sponsor for the team to provide some longer term certainty

Coaches: the primary role of our coaches is that of coordination and facilitator. They will 
make sure that the teams are meeting frequently, that they have access to the appropriate 
materials and facilities that they are operating in accordance with the team safety standards.

 

Sponsors  

Partners 

Stakeholders 

Sub Teams: 

Committee 

Coaches 

Mentors 

Software Hardware 

Business support  

Testing & 
Integration 

Operators 
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Business Support Sub Team: documentation, event organization, logistics, parts ordering, 
media, social networking and web site management, sponsorship and grant applications.

Hardware Sub Team: responsible for any item you can trip over (e.g. robot left in the middle of 
unlit garage) or causes discomfort when you stand on it in bare feet in the middle of the night 
(e.g. LEGO).

Software Sub Team: responsible for anything that can be lost at the flick of a switch, they 
construct and maintain firmware, programs and software algorithms including unit testing 
and change control processes and systems, baseline construction and management, software 
backup and recovery.

Operations Sub Team: attend tournaments and are responsible for running the robot 
rounds and presenting in judging sessions. All members of this cell are across the game 
and tournament and will live and breathe the referee’s rule book and judging rubrics. Also 
responsible for robot operator training and selection.

Integration and Testing Sub Team: may have some dedicated members but will consist of 
a minimum of one of each of the Hardware, Software and Operations cells. Responsible for 
validating the end to end operation of the robot hardware and software.

Partners: from the outset i c robotics has been supported by Macquarie University FRC Team 
3132 providing us with support and guidance and freely sharing their experience. Through our 
more recent partnerships with FLL teams in the US and FRC Team 4529 we have shared our 
own experiences which. We are developing further partners with Swinburne University and 
the local community.
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FIRST Programs and Team 5584
FIRST LEGO League
Our i c robotics FLL team has participated in the last 3 seasons 
at regional (Melbourne), national (Australia) ad international 
(St Louis, USA) tournaments. The team has collaborated 
with local, national and international teams and have been 
instrumental in the establishment of additional new FLL teams 
in Victoria. The team has won multiple awards at the regional 
and national levels and have been regularly recognized for 
their strength in the areas of technical design, strategy and 
innovation. This team averages two meets a week.

FIRST Tech Challenge
In 2014 i c robotics and the King David School have 
collaborated to form “Melbourne Mechatronics” - the 
first FTC team in Victoria. Although we have no local 
teams to work with we have constructed a full practice 
field that we will also use for demonstration purposes 
over the coming months to encourage some more teams 
to start up FTC teams in Victoria. The team members 
are spread across the eastern suburbs of Melbourne so 
logistics is proving to be a major challenge for this team, 

as a result we meet for just a couple of hours each week. Melbourne Mechatronics will be 
taking part in the Regional event in Sydney December-2014.

FIRST Robotics Competition
2015 is our rookie year for the i c robotics FRC team. We attended some build days with team 
4529 (King David School) early in 2014 and were introduced to BAE SYSTEMS mentors.
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Sponsors/Stakeholders/Partners
partners and stakeholders

ANDREW DONALDSON DESIGN 
ENGINEERING (ADDE)
(www.adde.com.au)
Andrew Donald Design 
Engineering is a specialist 
in the design of industrial 

automation solutions. ADDE have extensive experience across a range of industries including 
pharmaceuticals, automotive, general manufacturing and material handling and integrate 
the right combinations of robotics, custom machinery, tooling, sensors and control systems 
to deliver manufacturing solutions. ADDE is an enthusiastic supporter of i c robotics via their 
machine shop but also providing consultation, fabrication and material supplies.

VICTORIAN AUTOCAD USERS GROUP (VICAUG)
(vicaug.wordpress.com) 
VICAUG is a non-profit group devoted to users 
of Autodesk software products. An enthusiastic 
local community group meeting regularly to discuss efficient use of AutoDesk products. VICAUG 
are providing CAD tuition, mentoring and consultation to i c robotics.

SWINBURNE UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
(www.swinburne.edu.au)
Swinburne University of Technology has grown to become 
one of Australia’s leading education institutions with a 
progressive culture of innovation, industry engagement 
and social inclusion. We have an early stage relationship, 
i c robotics are providing volunteer support during 

transition of Victoria’s FIRST hub from KDS to Swinburne University. We want to develop this 
relationship as Swinburne is expected to be our primary source of Mentors for FRC going 
forward.

KIOSC
(www.kiosc.vic.edu.au)
The Knox Innovation, Opportunity and Sustainability 
Centre (KIOSC) aims to inspire and empower today’s 
students to develop the skills, knowledge and behaviors 
which will equip them for their future careers. i c robotics supported the establishment of the 
KIOSC team in 2013.
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 The King David School (KDS)
(www.kds.vic.edu.au)
Some i c robotics members 
worked with KDS students 

during their 2014 FRC build season. It is here that i c robotics were introduced to BAE SYSTEMS 
mentors. i c robotics are now collaborating with KDS to form the “Melbourne Mechatronics” FTC 
team for 2014/15 season.

VERSION TREE
(www.versiontree.com)
Version Tree provides consulting, engineering design and technical support for 
software development organizations. Version Tree have provided i c robotics with 
web content and management as well as software development services.

potential sponsors
BAE SYSTEMS 
(www.baesystems.com)
BAE SYSTEMS Australia is the Australian 

subsidiary of the multi-national defense contractor based in the United Kingdom. It provides 
a whole range of defense products and services across Aerospace, Land & Integrated Systems, 
Maritime and Defense Logistics. BAE SYSTEMS will be providing support to i c robotics in the 
form of parts an materials.  They are currently also our primary source of mentors.

ROCKWELL AUTOMATION
(www.rockwellautomation.com)
Rockwell Automation is the world’s largest 
company dedicated to industrial automation 
and information and makes its customers more productive and the world more sustainable. 
Throughout the world, our flagship Allen-Bradley® and Rockwell Software® product brands 
are recognized for innovation and excellence. i c robotics have participated in the Melbourne 
Rockwell Automation On The Move (RAOTM) and we hope to be able to form a long standing 
relationship with them as sponsors in the future.

MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY
(www.mq.edu.au)
Macquarie University is one of 
Australia’s most prestigious teaching 
and research universities, located in the 
northern suburbs of Sydney.  Macquarie 
University is the heartland for FIRST 

Australia and continues to be the prime mover for FIRST in Australia in FLL, FTC as well as FRC. 
Macquarie University FRC team (3132 Thunder Down Under or TDU) have been full supporters 
of i c robotics since the first phone conversation in 2012. They continue to this day providing 
guidance and freely sharing their experience and knowledge.
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Strategic Analysis
An initial SWOT analysis has been undertaken to identify areas that we need particular focus 
in order to develop or enhance the team capability. Given the anticipated growth in the i c 
robotics team during the period covered by this Business Plan we will need to repeat the SWOT 
analysis every 12 months so that we can re-focus based on the current environment.

Having completed a SWOT analysis we are able to devise specific strategies to: realize 
strengths, address weaknesses, capitalize on opportunities and counter/avoid threats.

strengths
Enthusiasm: the team is small and all members are self motivated, every opportunity is 
tackled head on with very little encouragement.

Experience: the core team members have already experienced the FIRST program at a national 
and international level (FLL program). This is a constant reminder and encouragement to new 
team members and the local FIRST community as to what is achievable.

Mentor capability: we are extremely lucky to have access to multiple BAE SYSTEMS mentors, 
their advice and support in terms of loans, expertise and parts will smooth our initiation into 
the FRC program and will be a great asset to the team. We hope to engage a major sponsor in 
the near future to provide additional mentors.

 
 
 
    Strengths 

- Enthusiasm 

- Experience 

- Mentor Capability 

- Strong Support 

   Weaknesses 
- Lacking Major Sponsor 

- Mentor Availability 

- Managing Growth 

- Workshop Facilities 

   Opportunities 
- Independent 

- Community Team 

- Government Support for STEM 

- Promotion at Major Events 

Threats 
- Continuity of Sponsorship 

- Lacking Local Tournaments 

- Logistics for Team Members  

- Time constraint 
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Strong support: every one of our team members has full parent support and involvement. We 
are also blessed with in kind support from ADDE for machined parts and fabrication services.

weaknesses
Lacking major sponsor: our target is to engage a major sponsor to provide funding and mentor 
support for the i c robotics FRC program for the next three seasons.

Mentor availability: the BAE SYSTEMS mentors are very keen to assist. It would be great if they 
could be on-site every week but unfortunately their physical location and work loads are 
likely to place a limit on their availability.

Managing growth: we have had opportunities to grow the FLL team but we have limited the 
growth of our team. This has probably resulted from concerns about destabilizing the team 
and limited facilities but funding and safety concerns have also featured here.

Workshop facilities: as a community team we are limited to residential premises. This has 
not been an issue for FLL and only limited problem for the FTC team but will ultimately be a 
limiting factor in the FRC team’s success.

opportunities
Independent: a double edged sword but independence from any particular school gives the 
team significant freedoms in terms of when (timing and duration of their meet ups), where 
(location of team meets) what they are permitted to do and how they go about it.

Community team: the community aspect of our team means that we are an expanded group of 
parents, coaches, mentors as well as team members. Many school-based FRC teams struggle 
to engage parents as FIRST is being run by the school their is an expectation that it is fully 
resourced by them too (even though it is an extra-curricular activity).

Government support for STEM: there is a downturn in manufacturing coupled with a significant 
shift towards service oriented economy in Australia. Major manufacturing companies have 
indeed moved off-shore or are in the process of doing so. However, this has to be balanced by 
the fact that much of the design and development of product is still going to be performed 
here in Australia. Added to this is the increase in manufacturing automation and escalating 
transportation costs both of which favor on-shore development in the future. In this climate 
it is very likely that the Australian Government will offer incentives to programs that promote 
STEM and student retention in these fields.

Promotion at major events: Melbourne is lucky to host the international Air show every two 
years at Avalon (55 km from Melbourne) and the annual Melbourne Grand Prix. These have 
been identified as potential venues for promotion of the FIRST program as their visitors 
will likely have a high proportion of STEM minded students (and parents!). Additional 
opportunities would be the Melbourne Cup and the Australian Open Tennis Tournament.
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threats
Continuity of sponsorship: this is our primary challenge for participation in the FRC program. 
Without a fully engaged major sponsor there is a real risk that we will spend more time 
fundraising than we do on the robot itself. This has the potential to dissuade team members 
from STEM altogether

Overseas parts supply costs: FRC parts supplier (Andy Mark) is based in the USA, the courier 
services are fast so that is not an issue but conversation with other Australian FTC and FRC 
teams has identified this as a significant cost risk - the cost of shipping parts often exceed the 
purchase price of the parts themselves.

Lacking local tournaments: there are no FRC or FTC tournaments in the state of Victoria. We 
hope to change this in the long term but, whilst remotely possible, an FRC tournament in 
Victoria is unlikely in the time frame of this Business Plan.

Logistics for team members: current members are all local but this is likely to change as the 
team grows.

Time constraints: we are observing increasing time constraints on team members as they 
progress through their education (unfortunately FIRST is not recognized on the Australian 
curriculum so it has to be accommodated outside school hours). This affects all members of 
the team but is more of an issue for those with full time on-site schooling and high homework 
loading.
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Team Strategies
general

 Establish induction process for new starters

 Establish safety protocols for build and tournament and demonstration events

partnership
 Collaborate with international FTC and FRC teams

 Expand partnership with tertiary institution

growth
 Team member retention - adapt, re-organize, re-prioritize to maintain engagement

 Open doors to more members will expose more sponsorship / grant opportunities.

 Support and foster the expansion of FIRST programs in Victoria, Australia

continuity
 Establish pathway for tertiary students to coach / mentor roles

 FLL and FTC participation is essential to provide feed of new students in the long term
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Future Plans
I C Robotics will work towards implementing it’s strategies through some short and medium 
term initiatives with the following ambitions:

 Double our team size in 12 months, triple in 24 months

 Establish an annual FTC tournament in Victoria with minimum of 6 teams by end of 2016

 Establish an annual FRC tournament in Victoria with minimum of 6 teams by end of 2018
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Action/Implementation Plan
Strategy Actions Planned Completion

Induction process Develop an induction pack 
and process for new starters

Q2-2015

Safety protocols Identify hazards and prepare 
safety procedures to mitigate 
risk

Q2-2015

Team collaboration Maintain existing links to FLL 
teams

Q4-2014

Establish new links with one 
overseas FTC team

Q3-2015

Establish new links with one 
overseas FRC team

Q1-2015

Institution partnership Maintain and expand 
relationship with Swinburne 
University of Technology

Q1-2015

Team member retention Survey team to establish 
interests and future direction

Q3-2015

Open doors Annual open evening to recruit 
into i c robotics

Q4-2014/15/16

Support expansion of FIRST 
programs in Victoria

Establish a presence at one 
major event in Victoria (e.g. 
grand prix or air-show)

Q1-2015

Presence at Rockwell 
Automation On The Move

Q1-2015

Student-mentor pathway Establish guidelines for 
potential volunteers with 
particular reference to existing 
members as they approach FRC 
retirement age

Q4-2016

Maintain FLL and FTC teams Keep a register of existing and 
potential new recruits for i c 
robotics and make sure we have 
them all on an emailing list

Q2-2015

Send updates on events to 
existing and future members at 
regular intervals

Q3-2015 (and quarterly 
thereafter)
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Annual Team Budget
The number of tournaments that the team has attended varies somewhat from one season 
to another. This variance results in an unpredictable travel and accommodation budget for 
each season. For this reason i c robotics has previously excluded tournament travel and 
accommodation costs from the budget with individuals self financing these cost components. 

Going forward, having committed to the FTC and FRC programs we will need to modify this 
policy. There will still be some variance but, as there are unlikely to be regional FTC and FRC 
tournaments in Victoria for at least the next 2 years, we can anticipate one interstate trip 
for each of the FTC and FRC programs. To limit the impact on team fund raising there will be a 
tournament travel and accommodation fee for each event attended, this will balance the costs 
so these components will effectively still be self funded but they are at least acknowledged in 
the budget. If we are able to raise more funds than expected then we will be in a position to 
subsidize the travel and accommodation components.

INCOME: AUD

Sponsorship / grants target 10000

Fundraising target 3000

Tournament travel and accommo-
dation fees (see note #1)

4000

TOTAL INCOME: 17000

EXPENSES: AUD

Regional Registration (FRC) 6500

Regional Registration (FTC) 300

Tournament travel and accommo-
dation costs (see note #1) 

4000

Team apparel 500

Equipment 4500

  Parts and Materials 2000

  Tooling 1000

  Challenge kit 200

  Field materials 500

  Software 200

  Shipping 600

Stationary 200

Fundraising expenses 1000

TOTAL EXPENSES: 17000

NOTE #1: Budget figures based on two trips from VIC to NSW for 3 days with a team of 10 
(eight team members and two coaches). For a recent trip from VIC to NSW for five of us the 
cost breakdown was: 255AUD for fuel; 155AUD for food; 295AUD for park accommodation. 
For a team of 10 we can assume half fly and half drive, the costs per trip would be: 255AUD 
for fuel; 490AUD for flights (10 x tiger air flights, no baggage); 310AUD for food; 930AUD for 
accommodation (6 x 155AUD for two 5 berth cabins at Lane Cove for 3 nights); TOTAL = 255 + 
490 + 310 + 930 = 1985 AUD per tournament
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Team Sustainability
 
 
While the inventions club was informally establish as early as 2007 the venture into robotics 
and the conception of ‘i c robotics’ was with FLL in August 2012. Now in our third season with 
FIRST “ic” has a proven track record of continuity. As a community team we are not subject 
to the vagaries of change in the Education Department policy or high school management 
- based on our experience dealing with school based teams this places us at a significant 
advantage from the perspective of longevity.

beyond frc
Looking to the future we have a young and enthusiastic team who expect to be participating 
in the FTC and FRC programs as team members for at least the next 5 years. Our member-to-
mentor strategy for retaining and developing members beyond the FRC top end will sustain 
the team in the long term (5-20 years) and transition knowledge and experience to the new 
team members. 

team membership
We have a following of younger team members who are engaging with the FLL program, that 
coupled with our recent venture into FTC will be provide our FRC team with uninterrupted 
supply of enthusiastic new team members. As a community team we are independent of the 
school zoning arrangements and this allows us to provide continuity as individuals move 
between primary, secondary and tertiary education establishments. 

coaches and mentors
The nature of a community team is that we have high engagement with parents, at present 
every family involved has at least one family member serving as a coach or mentor. This 
alone provide high resilience should one or another of the coach / mentor group be unable to 
attend a particular event we have two or more ready to step up to the plate. This has been 
complemented recently with the enthusiastic support of mentors from BAE SYSTEMS. 

sponsors, partners and stakeholders
Our target is to maintain a minimum of one major sponsor preferably over multiple seasons 
(no major sponsors secured at time of writing - Oct-2014). Since 2012 we have been working 
to establish a network of minor sponsors who are already providing a multitude of support in 
kind: materials, machine shop and fabrication services, AutoCAD training and web and content 
management hosting and training services. We have partnerships with the King David School 
in the form of a collaborative FTC team, Melbourne Mechatronics established in 2014; KIOSC 
where “ic” were instrumental in the formation of their FLL team in 2013; Swinburne University 
of Technology where we are already providing volunteer support and negotiating mentor 
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Conclusion
As a community based team i c robotics, with successes in the FLL program at regional 
national and international levels, is well placed to grow into the FTC and FRC programs. We 
are confident that we will be able to overcome the significant financial hurdles ahead of us to 
grow the team and achieve our primary objective.
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